
Another big name is added to the list of legends set to attend Rallylegend 2023, taking place on 
12-15 October.
MX champion Tony Cairoli, who has also proved that he knows what he is doing behind the 
wheel, is back for the San Marino specials with a group A Subaru Impreza from Carlo Boroli’s 
Best dream team. He will line up to compete among the Classics, navigated by the experienced 
and competent Eleonora Mori. And, given the fact he won in the Myth class in 2015, driving a 
Lancia Delta Integrale with Matteo Romano on the notes, during his only appearance at Rallyle-
gend to date, he enters the 2023 event as one of the favourites.
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MX “SUPER CHAMP” ANTONIO “TONY” CAIROLI TO RACE AT RALLYLEGEND

He returns to San Marino after his win in the Myth class at Rallylegend 2015. This 
year, with Eleonora Mori at his side, he will drive a group A Subaru Impreza from 
the Best dream team, made available by Carlo Boroli. Details of his attendance in 
Rallylegend will be presented on Friday 15 at Maggiora, during the MX GP of Italy.



Cairoli is one of the most successful MX riders of all time, having amassed nine world titles 
(six of which consecutively from 2009 to 2014), which puts him second overall in terms of titles 
won. And with 94 race wins to his name, he lies third in terms of individual victories.
Since retiring from MXGP in 2021, Tony Cairoli has not turned his back on racing, working as 
Team Manager for the Red Bull KTM Factory Racing since the end of last year.
Tony Cairoli’s attendance at Rallylegend, the vehicle livery and details of his participation will 
be presented on Friday 15 at Maggiora during the MX GP of Italy, the eighteenth Motocross 
World Championship round.
Tony Cairoli: “I’m really pleased to be able to take part in Rallylegend again. I hope I’m still 
competitive this year. The goal is to fight for the positions that count, giving it my all around 
the fabulous “Legend” roads. Maggiora Park is a prestigious stage on which to present the 
car, in a unique setting that has meant so much to me as an MX rider.”
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